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analytical framework

• sense-making theory and 

methodology (Dervin et al. 2003)

– movings, gapinesses and bridgings

• actor-network theory (Latour 1991, 

2005)

– transformations and diffusions, 

programs and anti-programs 

• tensions



methods

• the practices of sense-

making and user-driven

innovation in virtual worlds, 

e.i. Second Life
– case studies

– participatory observation and 
virtual ethnography – online as well 
as offline world

– In-depth, and in-situ video-
interviews



user-driven innovation
• the general Linden Lab idea and vision is the 

user-driven creation of Second Life’s content 

• the Second Life framing should deliver only 
the tools for user-driven agency and 
innovation

• tools that help residents create their own 
world with none of the usual limitations

• the pre-understanding of users and user-
driven agency is that: 
– given the tools, then the creativity and visions of 

the residents will result in the creation of 
meaningful places



problem and question
however

• gapinesses and bridgings may evolve between
– on the one hand, the vision of the open and user-

driven design of Second Life places and islands 

– on the other hand, the visions, skills and competence 
necessary to innovate and design virtual world places 
and practices given that such design is to be 
meaningful to other residents of the Virtual World 

• the question is if and how the creators of the 
virtual places of the case studies have dealt 
with such possible gapinesses and bridgings in 
the design and content? 



case: Library Hangouts



case: Library Hangouts



– “Some of the really useful library services accessible in 
real life, they are of no interest if you enter into this 
world. In here, you would expect some sort of 
experience or something funny,

– well, I don’t know how funny our place is (laughing), 
but at least we are experimenting.” Janne

– ”Initially, the idea was to let people build and try out 
things on our place, furnishing the place. But, little by 
little, we had to give it up, because it messed up the 
place, and, actually, not many residents did create 
something serious.” Mads

experimenting



Hangouts: design
transformation

diffusion

5 H D Co M C  PPPPP

4 H D Co M  PPPPP

3 H D Co  PPPPP

2 H D  PPPPP

1 H  PPPPP

H: Hangouts, P: publich, D: design, Co: co-

design, M: meditation bubbles, C: chair

program anti-program



Hangouts: content

transformation

diffusion

5 H De E F S C C C  CC

4 H De E F C C  CCC 

3 H De E C C  CCC

2 H De C  CCCC

1 H  CCCCC

H: Hangouts, C: colleagues, De: debate, 

E: events, F: face-to-face meetings, S: 

SL meetings

program anti-program



preliminary answers
The Hangouts project

gapinesses:

• initially, focused on the end-users of the library; original 
setting is experimental but unfamiliar and not recognisable; 
the vision is explorative co-design with visitors and end-users 

• the vision of co-designing is not made a reality nor is the 
introduction of the virtual world to the end-users of the library

movings:

• it makes sense to a group of librarians who discuss their 
professional identity and work in relation to the new medium; 
it makes sense to communicate within a group of professionals

bridgings/ transformative:

• transformative steps are taken when the project appears to 
make sense to librarian colleagues rather than the end-users: 
new knowledge is acquired and a change of professional roles 
from librarians to debaters is enacted



case: remediated TV talk show



Metanomics audiences



complexities



Metanomics: design
transformation

diffusion

5 M D P T W A A A A  A

4 M D P T A A A  AA 

3 M D P A A  AAA

2 M D A  AAAA

1 M  AAAAA

M: Metanomics, A: audiences, D: design, 

P: places, T: TV in-world, W: web/blog

program anti-program



Metanomics: content

• “Metanomics refers to the study of the business 
and policy aspects of the “Metaverse" of Virtual 
Worlds […] 

• how developers manage the economy of a game 
world (like World of Warcraft), or how residents of 
Virtual Worlds manage and regulate business […] 

• how real-world businesses can use Virtual Worlds as 
part of their strategy […]

• how real-world law and regulation might apply to 
virtual-world activities […] 

• the use of virtual worlds as laboratories in which to 
study real-world business or policy issues.” Beyers
Sellers alias Robert Bloomfield, Metanomics
archives, 17-09-07)



Metanomics: cacophony

• “We encourage you also to keep up a lively chat 
during today’s show,

• in my own personal view, one of the signature 
advantages of conducting live events in Virtual 
Worlds is the ability to what would have to be 
called a cacophony of discussions in text chat 
simultaneous with a more focused conversation in 
voice, 

• we use […] system to transmit local chat to our 
website, website chat into our event partners and 
so on. So backchat brings you in touch with people 
all around Second Life and on the web, wherever 
you are.” Beyers Sellers alias Robert Bloomfield, 
Metanomics archives, 07-04-08



Metanomics: content
transformation

diffusion

5 M E H Ca B A A A A   A

4 M E H Ca A A A A  A 

3 M E H A A  AAA

2 M E A A  AAA

1 M  AAAAA

M: Metanomics, A: audiences, E: economics

and politics, H: history (archive), Ca: 

cacophony, B: blog’memes

program anti-program



preliminary answers
The Metanomics project

movings:

• the content and audiences are well-defined, diffusion is explicitly
addressed, and in-world broadcasts are organised

• sponsorships are raised that provide resources necessary to 
professionalise the performance

bridgings/ transformative:

• transformative steps are taken to change the professional roles and 
competence

bridgings/ innovative:

• innovative steps are taken to transform the forms of communication
(constructive cacophony) to answer the problem of transient attention 
and awareness in Virtual Worlds

gapinesses

• complexities due to unfamiliar and new forms of communication; 
confusing the expectations



-changing the forms of communication: 

constructive cacophony

-addressing the problem of transient 

attention in Metaverse

Perspectives: Laboratories for 
experimental communication

Bridgings/ 
innovating

-acquiring new knowledge and 

competence

-changing of professional roles from 

professor to journalist

Perspectives: Laboratories for 
experimental communication

-acquiring new knowledge and 

competence

-changing of professional roles from 

librarians to debaters

Perspectives: Laboratories for 
experimental communication

Bridgings/ 
transforming

-it makes sense to an audience

interested in economics and politics; 

diffusion addressed; in-world broadcasts

organised

-recognisable framing and expectations

-it makes sense to a group of librarians 

discussing their professional identity 

and work

-it makes sense to communicate in a 

group of professionals

Movings

-complexities due to unfamiliar and new 

forms of communication

-confusing the expectations, makes no

sense

Tensions:

-experimental and unfamiliar versus 

recognisable and known: expectations

-open and user-driven creation of 

content versus need for control, 

competence, knowledge and skills

-setting is experimental, unfamiliar, 

makes no sense to end-users

-the vision of co-designing is not made 

a reality, makes no sense to visitors

Tensions:

-experimental and unfamiliar versus 

recognisable and known: expectations

-open and user-driven creation of 

content versus need for control, 

competence, knowledge and skills

Gapinesses

Library Hangouts Metanomics


